
Abstract—This paper describes a novel and effective approach to 
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) that represents each image in 
the database by a vector of feature values called “Standard deviation 
of mean vectors of color distribution of rows and columns of images 
for CBIR”. In many areas of commerce, government, academia, and 
hospitals, large collections of digital images are being created. This 
paper describes the approach that uses contents as feature vector for 
retrieval of similar images.  There are several classes of features that 
are used to specify queries: colour, texture, shape, spatial layout. 
Colour features are often easily obtained directly from the pixel 
intensities. In this paper feature extraction is done for the texture 
descriptor that is ‘variance’ and ‘Variance of Variances’. First 
standard deviation of each row and column mean is calculated for R, 
G, and B planes. These six values are obtained for one image which 
acts as a feature vector. Secondly we calculate variance of the row 
and column of R, G and B planes of an image. Then six standard 
deviations of these variance sequences are calculated to form a 
feature vector of dimension six. We applied our approach to a 
database of 300 BMP images. We have determined the capability of 
automatic indexing by analyzing image content: color and texture as 
features and by applying a similarity measure Euclidean distance. 

Keywords—Standard deviation Image retrieval, color 
distribution, Variance, Variance of Variance, Euclidean distance.  

I. INTRODUCTION

ONTENT Based image retrieval aims at developing new 
effective techniques to search and browse similar images 

from the large image database by analyzing the image 
contents. There are two main approaches to design an Image 
Retrieval System, first is text based approach in this method 
images are first annotated with text and then text-based image 
retrieval uses traditional database techniques to manage 
images. Through text descriptions, images can be organized 
by topical or semantic hierarchies to facilitate easy navigation 
and browsing based on standard Boolean queries. However, 
since automatically generating descriptive texts for a wide 
spectrum of images is not feasible, most text-based image 
retrieval systems require manual annotation of images.  
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Obviously, annotating images manually is a cumbersome and 
expensive task for large image databases, and is often 
subjective, context-sensitive and incomplete [22],[23]. As a 
result, it is difficult for the traditional text-based methods to 
support a variety of task-dependent queries. Because of all 
these factors in recent years, there has been a growing interest 
in developing these effective methods for searching large 
image databases based on image contents by ranking the 
relevance between query image feature vector and database 
image feature vector. According to the scope of the 
representation these features roughly fall into two categories 
global features and local features. The former category 
includes texture histogram, colour histogram; colour layout of 
the whole image, and features selected from multidimensional 
discriminant analysis of a collection of images [1], [2], [3], 
[4]. While colour, texture, and shape features for sub images 
[9], segmented regions [5], [6], [7], [8], or interest points [11] 
belong to the latter category. Similarity measure is significant 
factor which quantifies the resemblance in database image and 
query image [10]. Depending on the type of features, the 
formulation of the similarity measure varies greatly. The 
different types of distances which are used by many typical 
CBIR systems are city block distance, chess board distance 
[24], intersection distance [12], the Earth mover’s distance 
(EMD), Euclidian distance [14] [18].  Most approaches to 
image database management have focused on “search-by-
query”. The users provide the query, for which the database is 
searched exhaustively for images that are most similar to 
query image [15]. The query image can be an existing image 
in the database or can be given by the user. The problems of 
image retrieval are becoming widely recognized, and the 
search for solutions is becoming an increasingly active area of 
research and development. A considerable amount of 
information exists in images, and it would be advantageous to 
have an automatic method for indexing and retrieving them 
based on their content [20]. The growing need for robust 
image retrieval systems has led to a need for additional 
retrieval methodologies.  

II. IMAGE RETRIEVAL USING STANDARD DEVIATION OF ROW
AND COLUMN MEAN VECTORS

A. Basic Algorithm
In this approach feature vector of 6 components is formed 

by calculating standard deviation of row and column vector of 
R, G, and B planes of an image. Then by using the similarity 
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measure that is Euclidean Distance we have calculated the 
distance between the query image and database images. 
Finally determination of threshold is done so that similar 
images are retrieved. 

1) Implementation Details 
1. Split image into R, G, and B components.  

Fig. 1 Separation of R, G and B   components. 

2. Calculation and plot of row and column vectors of each 
plane:

Mean of each row is calculated and a sequence is formed. 
Similarly a column sequence is also formed. Following figure 
shows the plots of row and column vectors of R, G and B 
planes.

Fig. 2 Row and column vectors for R, G and B plane. 

3. Calculate the variance for all six components obtained 
above using: 

N

i i xx
N 1

22 1
(1)

where  is data vector and x  is mean given by:                                                    
N

ix
N 1

1

As this value tends to be very large we are taking its square 
root to get standard deviation .

In this way we obtained the standard deviation  for 
following data vectors Redrow, Redcol, Greenrow, Greencol, 
Bluerow and Bluecol to form feature vectors of six 
components as: 

V= [V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6] 

4. Application of similarity measure ‘Euclidean Distance’: 

6

1

2

i
iiQI FIFQD                                       (2) 

  Where FQ is feature vector for query image    

  and FI is feature vector for database image. 

5. Select those images where the distances   
    are less than threshold value T. 

6. Selection of T is done by following    
    process: 

B. Determination of Threshold 
Results obtained as Euclidean distances between query 

image and database images using above step are sorted in 
ascending order. We selected five threshold values as 10 %, 
20%, 25%, 30% and 40% of maximum Euclidean distance. 
After trying the result for above five threshold values we 
found better results are obtained for threshold value equal to 
25% of Maximum Euclidean distance and this is selected as 
the standard threshold for this particular approach. 

III. IMAGE RETRIEVAL USING STANDARD DEVIATION OF 
VARIANCE

A. Basic Algorithm 
In this approach instead of calculating the mean values for 

rows and columns of an image, we calculate ‘Standard 
deviation of variance of rows and columns By using the 
Euclidean Distance as similarity measure we have calculated 
the distance between the query image and database images. 
Finally determination of threshold is done by taking 10 %, 
20%, 25%, 30% and 40% of maximum Euclidean distance. 

B. Implementation Details. 
1. Split image into R, G, and B components. 
2. Calculation of variance of rows and columns of each 

plane of an image.  
3. Calculation of ‘standard deviation of variance’. 
Whatever sequences we obtained in above step, i.e 

sequences of variance for rows and columns per R, G, and B 
planes, we calculate the standard deviations which give the 
feature vector of six dimensions. 

4. Application of similarity measure: Find Euclidean 
Distance between the    query image and database images. 

5. Select those images where the distances    are less than a 
preselected value threshold    T obtained by taking 25% of the 
maximum    Euclidean distance. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Database and Query Images 
The approaches discussed in section II and III are applied to 

database of 300 images which includes 75 images of Flower, 
Sunset, Barbie and Mountain. 

As per the discussion in algorithm Euclidean distance is 
calculated between the feature vector of query image and 
feature vector of database image for standard deviation of 
mean and variance approaches. Both approaches tried with 
same four query images one from each category. 

Four queries we used for discussion are: Flower26, 
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Sunset144, Barbie211 and Mountain298.

B. Systematic Evaluation 
To evaluate the performance of these image retrieval 

algorithms we have used two traditional parameters 
defined as follows: 

 Precision: Precision is the fraction of the relevant images 
which has been retrieved (from all retrieved): 

Precision = A / B                                          (3) 

Where,   A is “Relevant retrieved” and 
          B is “All Retrieved images” 

Recall:  Recall is the fraction of the relevant images which has 
been retrieved (from all relevant): 

Recall = A / C                                                  (4) 

Where,   A is “Relevant retrieved” and 
              C is “All Relevant images” in database. 

C.  Thresholding and Retrieval 
For all the above queries Euclidean distances are calculated 

with database images and then using the standard threshold 
we selected images having less than  25% of the maximum 
Euclidean distance. The results obtained are shown in Table I 
and Figure 3. 

Similarly for the second approach (Section- III) is also tried 
with same query images and the results obtained are shown in 
Table II and Figure 4. 

TABLE I
RETRIEVAL RESULT FOR “STANDARD DEVIATION OF MEAN”

APPROACH AT 25% OF MAX EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE

Query
Image 

Total
Retrieved
Images 

Relevant
Retrieved
Images 

Irrelevan
t
Retrieve
d Images 

Precisio
n Recall

Flowers 50 35 15 0.7 0.466 
Sunset 27 25 02 0.93 0.33 
Barbie 40 30 10 0.75 0.4 
Mountain 37 35 02 0.95 0.46 

TABLE II
RETRIEVAL RESULT FOR “STANDARD DEVIATION OF VARIANCE”

APPROACH AT 25% OF MAX EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE

Query
Image 

Total
Retrieve
d Images 

Relevant
Retrieve
d
Images 

Irrelevan
t
Retrieve
d Images 

Precisio
n Recall

Flowers 86 37 49 0.43 0.5 
Sunset 76 25 51 0.32 0.33 
Barbie 91 30 61 0.33 0.4 
Mountain 104 29 75 0.3 0.4 

Fig. 3. Precision V/s Recall for variance approach at 25% of Max.Ed 

Fig. 4. Precision V/s Recall for Variance of Variance approach at 
25% of Max.Ed 

D. Standard Deviation Mean AND Standard Deviation of 
variance

In this section we combine standard Deviation of Mean’ 
with ‘Standard deviation of Variance’ using AND operation. 
According to this AND operation; if the image is being 
“Retrieved” in both the approaches then only the image is 
retrieved finally. 

In this AND operation precision increases and Recall 
decreases as shown in the Table- III. 

TABLE III
RETRIEVAL RESULT FOR

“VARIANCE OF MEAN” AND “VARIANCE OF VARIANCE”

Query
Image 

Total
Retrieved
Images 

Relevant
Retrieved
Images 

Irrelevant 
Retrieved
Images 

Precisi
on Recall

Flowers 33 26 7 0.8 0.34 
Sunset 12 12 0 1 0.16 
Barbie 15 10 5 0.66 0.2 
Mountain 14 14 0 1 0.2 

E. Standard Deviation Mean OR Standard Deviation of 
variance.

Using the OR operation we have performed second level 
thresholding for the results obtained in both approaches. 
According to the effect of OR operation if the image is being 
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retrieved in either of these two approaches will be retrieved as 
a part of final retrieval result. As the image is retrieved finally 
even when it appears in any one of the two approaches  Recall
increases at the cost of decrease in Precision as shown in the 
Table IV. 

TABLE IV
RETRIEVAL RESULT FOR

“VARIANCE OF MEAN” OR “VARIANCE OF VARIANCE”

Query
Image 

Total
Retrieved
Images 

Relevant
Retrieved
Images 

Irrelevant 
Retrieved
Images 

Precision Recall 

Flowers 103 46 57 0.44 0.61 
Sunset 61 38 23 0.62 0.5 
Barbie 116 50 66 0.43 0.66 
Mountain 127 50 77. 0.4 0.66 

V. CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this work is to overcome some of 
the problems of text based approach by using content features 
of an image for comparison. In this paper two algorithms have 
been discussed which are focusing on the colour and texture 
component of images for forming a feature vector.  

 In this work we have introduced the idea of using mean 
and variance of all rows and columns of R, G, and B planes to 
extract the colour and texture feature of the image. Further the 
feature vectors are formed by taking standard deviation of 
these sequences. Database used for the experiment includes 
300 images of four different categories as 75 images of each 
category. Results obtained for these approaches are shown in 
Table I and Table II respectively. We observe that Precision 
and Recall both are better for standard deviation of Mean 
sequence than the standard deviation of variance sequences.  

Further when we take AND and OR operation of these two 
approaches, it is observed that AND operation improves 
Precision whereas OR operation improves Recall.  
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